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Abstract A new analytic treatment of the 2D Hubbard
model at finite temperature and chemical potential is
presented. A next-nearest-neighbor hopping term of
strength t′ is included. This analysis is based upon a
formulation of the statistical mechanics of particles in
terms of the S-matrix. We show that for U/t large
enough, a region of attractive interactions exists near
the Fermi surface due to multi-loop quantum correc-
tions. For t′ = −0.3, these attractive interactions exist
for U/t > 6.4. Our analysis suggests that superconduc-
tivity may not exist for t′ = 0. Based on the existence
of solutions of the integral equation for the pseudo-
energy, we provide evidence for a phase transition and
estimate Tc/t ≈ 0.02 for U/t = 7.5 and t′/t = −0.3 at
hole doping 0.15.

Keywords Hubbard model · Superconductivity

1 Introduction

The Hubbard model in two spatial dimensions plays
a central role in the modern theory of strongly cor-
related electrons. Since it is believed to be a good
microscopic model for the underlying physics of high
Tc superconductivity (HTSC) [1], it has been studied
extensively over the past two decades. A partial list
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of publications on the thermodynamics of the Hubbard
model is [2–10]. Despite this effort, many of its im-
portant properties are not currently well-understood,
and it remains to be established definitively that it pos-
sesses all of the main features of HTSC. For instance,
the precise mechanism that leads to attractive d-wave
pairing, which must arise from the purely electronic
Coulomb repulsion, is still not well understood. Ana-
lytic methods to date are rather limited since the model
is in the strong coupling regime. Lattice Monte Carlo
methods on the other hand are limited to small lattices
and suffer from the fermion sign problem, especially
at non-zero doping and sufficiently low temperatures.
For these reasons, any new analytic methods, though
approximate, may shed new light on the problem.

In this work, we present an analytic approach to the
thermodynamics of particles at finite density and tem-
perature based on the reformulation of the statistical
mechanics of particles in terms of the zero tempera-
ture and density particle–particle S-matrix developed in
[11, 12]. As explained there, the potential advantage
of this method is that, unlike the usual diagrammatic
Matsubara approach to finite temperature field theory,
it disentangles the zero temperature dynamics from the
quantum statistical sums. Some remarks clarifying the
nature of this formalism and the approximations made
are called for. The approach was modeled after the
thermodynamic Bethe ansatz [13], which is exact for
integrable models in one spatial dimension since the
N-body S-matrix factorizes into two-body S-matrices.
Our method indeed reduces to the thermodynamic
Bethe ansatz in the two-body scattering approxima-
tion, as shown in [12] for the interacting 1D Bose gas.
The central approximation is to consider only many-
body processes that involve arbitrary numbers of prim-
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itive binary collisions, i.e., we neglect processes that in
some sense involve three or more particles colliding
simultaneously, which is not the same as ignoring the
many-body aspect of the problem altogether. In this
non-relativistic context, it is well-known that the two-
body S-matrix can be calculated exactly; thus, in some
regards, the method is non-perturbative. Although this
is not a fully controlled approximation, it has been
demonstrated to give reliable results for other strong-
coupling problems, in particular the critical point of
the 2D bosonic gas and more importantly the Bose
and Fermi gases in the 3D scale-invariant unitary limit
[12, 14, 15]. For instance for the unitary Fermi gas on
the BEC side of the crossover, the calculated critical
temperature is consistent with Monte Carlo methods,
and the ratio of the viscosity to entropy density agrees
very well with the most recent experimental data [16]. It
should be pointed out that the exact Bethe ansatz solu-
tion of the 1D Hubbard model exhibits two additional
holon excitations [17], which can be inferred from poles
in the S-matrix of the fundamental fermions; we have
no evidence for such excitations in the 2D case; thus,
it is unclear whether a meaningful comparison with the
1D case can be made.

Our conventions for the Hubbard model are
described in the next section. We include a next-
nearest-neighbor hopping term of strength t′, since it is
known to be non-zero in the cuprates; as we will show,
its effects are important. In Section 3, the effective
momentum-dependent coupling, which is the kernel
G(k1, k2) constructed from the logarithm of the two-
body S-matrix in the integral equation satisfied by the
pseudo-energy, is analyzed. We show that there exists a
band of attractive interactions near the half-filled Fermi
surface for U/t large enough, and t′ plays an important
role in determining this property. We emphasize that
no approximations are made in Section 3, since, as
stated above, the two-body S-matrix can be calculated
exactly, and this attractive region exists regardless of
the subsequent approximations we make in studying
the thermodynamics. This attractive mechanism, which
arises from quantum loop corrections, appears to be
different from other mechanisms discussed in this con-
text, such as those based on spin fluctuations or the
resonating valence bond picture. It is thus important to
investigate the consequences of these attractive interac-
tions and how they might be connected to HTSC, and
this paper is a first step in this direction. In Section 4,
the S-matrix-based formalism we utilize for calculating
thermodynamic properties is reviewed and specialized
to the Hubbard gas. In Section 5, the free energy is
analyzed, and we present some evidence for phase
transitions.

2 Hubbard Model Conventions

The Hubbard model describes fermionic particles with
spin, hopping between the sites of a square lattice,
subject to strong local coulombic repulsion. The lattice
Hamiltonian is

H = −t
∑

<i, j>,α=↑,↓

(
c†

ri,α
cr j,α

) − t′
∑

<i, j>′,α=↑,↓

(
c†

ri,α
cr j,α

)

+ U
∑

r

nr↑nr↓ (1)

where ri, j, r are sites of the lattice, < i, j > denotes
nearest neighbors, n = c†c are densities, and c†, c sat-
isfy canonical anti-commutation relations. For both
cuprates LSCO and BSCO, U/t ≈ 13. We have also
included a next-to-nearest-neighbor hopping term t′,
since it is not difficult to incorporate into the formalism,
and it is known to be non-zero for high Tc materials.
As we will see, it can play a significant role. For LSCO
and BSCO, t′/t approximately equals −0.1 and −0.3,
respectively; in our analysis below, we set t′/t = −0.3.

We introduce the two fields ψ↑,↓ and the action

S =
∫

d2r dt

⎛

⎝
∑

α=↑,↓
i ψ†

α∂tψα − H

⎞

⎠ (2)

where H is the Hamiltonian density. The field has the
following expansion characteristic of a non-relativistic
theory since it only involves annihilation operators,

ψα(r) =
∫

d2k
2π

ck,α eik·r (3)

and satisfies

{
ψα(r), ψ†

α′(r′)
} = δ(r − r′)δα,α′ (4)

Since we have represented sums over lattice sites r as∫
d2r/a2, where a is the lattice spacing, cr = aψ(r). The

free part of the Hamiltonian is then

Hfree =
∫

d2k ωk

∑

α

c†
k,αck,α (5)

with the one-particle energy

ωk = −2t
(
cos(kxa) + cos(kya)

) − 4t′ cos(kxa) cos(kya)

(6)

where t is taken to be positive. Hereafter, it is implicit
that k is restricted to the first Brillouin zone, −π/a ≤
kx,y ≤ π/a.
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The interaction part of the Hamiltonian is local and
becomes a continuum integral:

Hint = u
2

∫
d2r ψ

†
↑ψ↑ψ

†
↓ψ↓ (7)

where u = 2Ua2. The model is now viewed as a quan-
tum fermionic gas, where the only effect of the lattice is
in the free particle energies ωk.

The field ψ has dimensions of inverse length and the
coupling u units of energy · length2. Hereafter, we will
scale out the dependence on t and the lattice spacing a,
and physical quantities will then depend on the dimen-
sionless coupling

g = u
a2t

= 2U
t

(8)

Positive g corresponds to repulsive interactions.

3 The Effective Momentum Dependent Coupling
and the Possible Origin of Attractive Interactions

In the finite temperature formalism developed in
[11, 12], the occupation numbers f are parameterized
in terms of a pseudo-energy ε(k) in the same manner
as for a free theory: f = 1/(eβε + 1). In the approxi-
mation that only the many-body processes built out of
primitive two-body collisions are retained, the pseudo-
energy satisfies an integral equation based on a kernel
G(k1, k2) which is related to the logarithm of the two-
particle S-matrix. This approach to the thermodynam-
ics will be reviewed in the next section. The final result
derived in [12] involves only the particle–particle S-
matrix at zero temperature and density, which can be
calculated exactly. The temperature and density enter
the formalism in the integral equation for the pseudo-
energy; thus, this formalism does not require particle–
particle or particle–hole Green’s functions at finite
temperature and chemical potential. In this section, we
study the main features of the kernel and demonstrate
that there are regions of the Brillouin zone where the
interactions are effectively attractive, even though the
bare model has repulsive interactions. We wish to em-
phasize that no approximations are made in obtaining
the results presented in this section, which essentially
amount to quantum corrections to scattering, and some
conclusions are independent of the thermodynamics
studied in subsequent sections.

3.1 Structure of the Kernel

As described in [12], the kernel has the following
structure:

G(k1, k2) = − i
2I log (1 + 2iIM) (9)

where M is the two-body scattering amplitude (we are
suppressing the momentum dependence). I represents
the available phase space for two-body scattering:

I = 1

4π

∫
d2p δ(E − ωp − ωK−p) (10)

where E and K are the total energy and momentum of
the two incoming particles with momenta k1 and k2:

E = ωk1 + ωk2 , K = k1 + k2 (11)

All energy and temperature scales, E, T, the chem-
ical potential μ, and t′, will be expressed in units of
the hopping parameter t. We thus scale t out of ωk

so that henceforth ωk equals (6) divided by t. We will
also rescale k by 1/a so that −π ≤ kx,y ≤ π . Since I
is proportional to 1/t, G ∝ t, and henceforth G will
represent G/t, which is dimensionless after scaling out
factors of a also. The kernel G then depends only on
the dimensionless coupling g defined in (8) and the
momenta.

The scattering amplitude can be computed by sum-
ming multi-loop ladder diagrams [12], which factorize
into one-loop integrals in this non-relativistic context.
This leads to

M = −g/2

1 + igL/2
(12)

where g is the coupling defined in (8). L is a one-loop
integral:

L =
∫ ∞

−∞
dω

2π

∫
d2 p

(2π)2

(
i

ω − ωp + iε

)

×
(

i
E − ω − ωK−p + iε

)

= i
∫

d2p
(2π)2

1

E − ωp − ωK−p + 2iε
(13)

where ε is small and positive. In the numerical analysis
below, we set ε = 0.001. Using Im(x + iε)−1 = −πδ(x),
one sees that

L = I + iγ (14)
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where I is the phase space factor in (10) and is real and
positive and γ is its imaginary part. Putting all of this
together one has

G = − i
2I log

(
1/gR − iI/2

1/gR + iI/2

)
(15)

The imaginary part of the loop integral renormalizes
the coupling g

gR = g
1 − gγ /2

(16)

Note that the manner in which gR enters the kernel
leads to a well-defined large coupling limit; this was
exploited for unitary quantum gases in [14, 15] where
gR is proportional to the scattering length which goes
to ±∞ in the unitary limit.

The argument of the log in (15) can be identified as
the two-body S-matrix, which is unitary, i.e., S∗S = 1.
It should be emphasized that this is the exact two-
body S-matrix, and this is possible because the model is
non-relativistic. More specifically, the fields ψ↑,↓ only
involve annihilation operators, in contrast to relativis-
tic theories which are expanded in both creation and
annihilation operators. Let us elaborate on this im-
portant point, which is well-known in other contexts,
such as non-relativistic quantum gases, but often not
completely explained. Represent the interaction vertex
with two incoming arrows for the annihilation operator
fields ψ↑,↓ and two outgoing arrows for the creation
fields ψ

†
↑,↓. Consider for simplicity the one-loop contri-

butions. Diagrams with a closed loop, i.e., with arrows
circulating in the same directions, such as the second
diagram in Fig. 1, are zero because the integration over
energy ω inside the loop has poles in the integrand
that are either both in the upper or lower half-plane,
so that the contour can be closed at infinity without
picking up residues (this is only true because our for-
malism only involves the particle–particle S-matrix at
zero temperature and density). In other words, there
is no “crossing-symmetry” as in relativistic theories,
where there are three non-zero one-loop diagrams, with
different momentum dependence, which are crossed
versions of each other. The non-zero multi-loop dia-
grams are only of the “ladder type,” which factorize,

Fig. 1 One-loop contributions to the S-matrix. Only the diagram
to the left is non-zero

and this was implicitly used in [12]. There is actually no
fermionic minus sign associated with each loop since
the arrows do not form a closed loop. Since this S-
matrix is exact to all orders in g, the thermodynamic
formalism we will use embodies some non-perturbative
aspects of the problem, although it still represents an
approximation to the thermodynamics, as explained in
more detail in the next section.

3.2 Origin of Attractive Interactions

The kernel G by construction is real. For small coupling
g, G is independent of momentum and equal to −g/2.
Thus, G may be viewed as an effective, momentum-
dependent coupling constant and provides valuable
information on the effective two-body interactions at
zero temperature. When G is negative, the interactions
are effectively repulsive; otherwise, they are attractive.
The important point is that the renormalization of g to
gR can in fact change the sign of gR, which changes the
sign of G due to the branch cut in the logarithm. To
demonstrate how this can happen, we first perform the
py integral in L. The result is

L = i
2π2

∫ π

−π

dpx
1√

B2 + C2 − D2

×
[

log

(
(C − D)√

B2 + C2 − D2

)

− log

(
(D − C)√

B2 + C2 − D2

)]
(17)

where

B = 2 sin Ky + 4t′ cos(Kx − px) sin Ky

C = 2 + 2 cos Ky + 4t′ cos px

+ 4t′ cos(Kx − px) cos Ky

D = E + 2 cos px + 2 cos(Kx − px) + 2iε (18)

(recall t′ represents t′/t). The sum of the logarithms in
the above formula is simply log(−1) = ±iπ ; however,
expressing the integral in this fashion ensures one is
on the proper branch. The above formula proved to be
very useful for the numerical evaluation of the kernel.

From the expression for the renormalized coupling
gR, (16), one sees that gR can become negative if γ

is positive and g large enough, g > 2/γ . Let k1, k2

be in the center of mass frame, k1 = −k2 = k, so
that K = 0, and L only depends on the total en-
ergy E. The loop integral (17) can be expressed in
terms of elliptic functions. To regulate the integral, we
let the upper limit of the px integral be π − κ and
then let κ → 0. The loop integral L ∝ F(i log(4a/κ), b)
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where F is the elliptic integral of the first kind,
with a = √

(E − 8 + 8t′)/(E − 8t′) and b = (E − 8t′)2/

((E + 8t′)2 − 64). As κ → 0, we use limx→∞ F(ix, b) =
iK(1 − b), where K is the complete elliptic integral of
the first kind. The final result is

LK=0 = 2

π

(
E − 8t′

(E + 8 + 8t′)(E(8 − E) + 64t′(t′ − 1))

)1/2

×K
(

32(Et′ − 2)

(E + 8t′)2 − 64

)
(19)

with E → E + 2iε. The flip in sign is a result of the
combination of logarithms in (17).

The imaginary part of L, i.e., γ , is plotted in
Fig. 2 for t′ = −0.3. Since γ is positive for large enough
E, one reaches the remarkable conclusion that for g
large enough, the effective interactions can become
attractive. One can estimate this threshold for g as
2/γmax, where γmax is the maximum value of γ which
occurs where γ flips sign. This value of γmax can be
obtained using the formula (19) and is γmax ≈ 0.156
for t′ = −0.3. This minimal threshold in g should be
contrasted with the Cooper instability, which leads to
superconductivity for arbitrarily weak coupling. This
fact is a consequence of a logarithmic divergence in
the analogous loop integrals, which leads a gap propor-
tional to e−1/u for some appropriate coupling u. In the
present context, the attractive interactions arising from
the above change of sign do not involve an analogous
logarithmic divergence, hence the threshold.

In summary, we have shown that there are effectively
attractive interactions above a threshold in U/t, e.g.,
for t′ = −0.3, attractive interactions exist for g > 12.8,
i.e., U/t > 6.4. We repeated this analysis for other
values of t′ using the formula (19), and our results
for the minimum value of g necessary for attractive
interactions are shown in the table below. A minimal

−4 −2 2 4 6 8
x

−0.8

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

y

Fig. 2 The imaginary part of the loop integral γ as a function of
energy E for t′/t = −0.3

threshold for superconductivity was proposed in [18],
with minimal values of U/t in the comparable range
of 4 − 7. On the other hand, the study in [19] indicates
no threshold, namely for the particular mechanism they
study, superconductivity exists for arbitrarily low U/t;
this is surprising since other works propose that super-
conductivity depends on the fluctuations in the anti-
ferromagnetic state, and the latter requires a minimal
value of U/t. This does not necessarily contradict our
result, since the attractive mechanism we study here is
essentially different, and we have not made a case yet
that it is the one responsible for superconductivity.

t′/t gmin

−0.1 16.7
−0.2 14.3
−0.3 12.8
−0.4 10.0

The change in sign of the effective coupling de-
scribed above is reminiscent of what is encountered
in the BEC/BCS crossover of the non-relativistic con-
tinuum 3D unitary gas. The model is defined with
repulsive interactions, i.e., positive coupling; however,
there is a fixed point at a negative coupling g∗, indepen-
dent of momenta. The scattering length is proportional
to the renormalized coupling gR = g/(1 − g/g∗). Just
above the fixed point, the scattering length goes to −∞,
whereas just below it goes to +∞. The kernel G for this
model flips sign as one crosses the fixed point for the
same reasons as above, i.e., because of the branch-cut of
the logarithm [14, 15]. Thus, the effective interactions
can be repulsive or attractive, depending on which side
of the fixed point one sits, even though the bare model
defined by the Hamiltonian had only repulsive inter-
actions. The main difference in the Hubbard gas is that
the renormalized coupling depends on the momenta, so
that the interactions may become attractive in distinct
regions of the Brillouin zone.

We mention that a change in sign of certain cou-
plings under renormalization group flow was found
for a two-chain Hubbard model (two-legged ladder) in
[20]. Such ladders are effectively 1D and were mapped
onto an anisotropic Gross–Neveu model, i.e., free Dirac
fermions with marginal current–current interactions.
Since these Gross–Neveu models are very different
from those considered here, it seems unlikely that the
change of sign described in [20] is related to the one
described here, since our model is intrinsically 2D and
the phenomenon does not involve any renormalization
group flow.
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a

b

c

d

−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 1 2
x

−10

−5

5

10
y

Fig. 3 The kernel G as a function of total energy E for g = 5,

13.5, 14, 15, 20 and t′/t = −0.3

We now study the kernel G(k1, k2) for k1 = −k2 = k
and verify the above results. For these momenta, the
kernel is only a function of the total energy E. In
Fig. 3, we plot G(E) for the values of the coupling
g = 5, 13.5, 14, 15, 20 and t′ = −0.3. One observes that
for the smaller g = 5, the kernel is everywhere nega-
tive. One can verify that for g large enough, the main
features do not depend strongly on g. The most inter-
esting region of g is around g ≈ 13–15 for t′ = −0.3.
Comparing g = 14 and 15, one sees that for g = 14, the
attractive band is narrower, and for g = 13, it essen-
tially disappears. We will fix g = 15 in our subsequent
thermodynamic analysis, since this is in the interesting
region and the attractive band is not too narrow.

Figure 4 shows the kernel for g = 15 for t′/t = 0,

−0.1, −0.3, −0.4. One sees that the interactions are
effectively attractive only around a small region cen-
tered at E ≈ −1.5 for t′/t = −0.3. An important feature
of our analysis is that it clearly shows the importance

high

low

−4 −3 −2 −1 1 2 3
x

−10

−5

5

y

Fig. 4 The kernel G as a function of total energy E for g = 15
and t′ = 0, −0.1, −0.3, −0.4

of a non-zero t′. For f ixed g, if |t′| is too small, there
is no attractive region, as is apparent in Fig. 4. If
superconductivity indeed arises from these attractive
interactions, then this suggests that superconductivity
may not exist if t′ = 0. There is actually some exper-
imental evidence for this, in that Tc as a function of
t′/t appears to extrapolate to zero [21]. It should be
pointed out, however, that as one lowers t′/t, attractive
regions continue to exist as long as one raises the
coupling g, as is evident in the table above for gmin as a
function of t′.

It is also instructive to plot G for pairs of oppo-
site momentum as a function of kx, ky in the first
Brillouin zone. This is shown in Fig. 5. Again this shows
that the interactions are attractive in a narrow region
around half-filling. The positive regions at the corners
of the Brillouin zone are due to a divergence in the
loop integral which should be regularized; however,
since we will be studying hole doping of the half-filled
state, the densities will be low enough to be far from
these regions, so this regularization will be unnecessary.
Finally, note that for low enough E, the interactions
are always repulsive, which should imply that at high
enough doping the theory should be well-approximated
by a Fermi liquid.

If the attractive interactions exist near the Fermi
surface, then Cooper’s original argument should apply:
The filled Fermi sea just serves to block states, and
the particles can form a bound state, i.e., Cooper pairs
[22]. Let us then make the hypothesis that the re-
gions of attractive interactions described above lead to
Cooper pairing. Then the following scenario emerges.

−2

0

2

− 2

0

2
− 10

0

10

Fig. 5 The kernel G for Cooper pairs in the first Brillouin zone
for g = 15 and t′/t = − 0.3. The horizontal axes are −π < kx,y <π

and the vertical axis is the effective coupling G
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The Fermi surface with interactions is calculated in
Section 5 based on the filling fractions f . In Fig. 6, we
plot these Fermi surfaces for various hole doping and
also display the attractive band (see the next section
for the precise definition of hole doping h; as defined,
it corresponds to the number of holes per plaquette).
These computed Fermi surfaces closely parallel exper-
imental measurements, in that they flare out in the
anti-nodal directions, i.e., (kx, ky) = (0, π) and 90◦ rota-
tions thereof [23]. This figure shows that the attractive
regions in the anti-nodal directions play the most sig-
nificant role. At low densities (high hole-doping), there
are no attractive interactions within the Fermi sur-
face, and the model should correspond to a Fermi-
liquid. On the other hand, as h is decreased, the
Fermi surface intersects attractive regions in the anti-
nodal directions. This first occurs around a hole doping
h = 0.3. If a gap forms in these directions, then this
could explain the anisotropy of the gap, which is zero in
the nodal (π, π) directions. As the density is increased
further, eventually the Fermi surface is beyond the
attractive band, i.e., the attractive band is completely
enclosed by the Fermi surface. At half filing, h = 0, the
attractive regions in the anti-nodal directions are just
inside the Fermi surface; however, the Fermi surface
still intersects the attractive band in the nodal, (π, π),
directions.

3

2

1

0

0 1 2 3

−1

−2

−3

−3 −2 −1

Fig. 6 Fermi surfaces for various hole doping h = 0, 0.1, 0.2,

0.3, 0.4, as computed in Section 5. The pink region (gray off line)
is the band of attractive interactions for g = 15. The axes are kx
and ky in the first Brillouin zone, i.e., in the range −π to π

4 Thermodynamics from the S-Matrix

The important question that remains is whether our
approach to the thermodynamics of the Hubbard
model can capture the instabilities proposed at the end
of the last section based on the properties of the kernel
G. If so, this will provide a calculation of the critical
temperature.

In this section, we describe how to compute the
free energy from a formalism, in a synthesis of the
works [11, 12]. In this synthesis, we find it worthwhile
reviewing the main features of the derivation and how
the construction follows from the basic ingredients in
these two papers.

The starting point is a formal expression for the
partition function Z in terms of the S-matrix derived
in [24]:

Z = Z0 + 1

2π

∫
dEe−βE Im∂E log Ŝ(E) (20)

where Ŝ(E) is the off-shell S-matrix operator, Z0 the
free partition function, and β = 1/T. Although the
above formula is simple enough, a considerable amount
of additional work is needed to obtain something use-
ful out of it. For instance, the cluster decomposition
property of the S-matrix is needed to show that Z
exponentiates to an extensive free energy.

Consider for simplicity a single species of fermions.
The basic dynamical variables are the occupation num-
bers f which determine the density:

n =
∫

d2k
(2π)2

f (k) (21)

Using a Legendre transformation in the variables n and
μ, where μ is the chemical potential, one can show
that there exists a functional �( f ) such that the phys-
ical free energy follows from the variational principle
δ�/δ f = 0. This functional can be separated into a free
part �0 and an interacting part �1,

� = �0 + �1 (22)

The interacting part contains contributions from
N-to-N particle scattering for all N. One expects the
two-particle term to be the most important and is of
the form:

�1 = −1

2

∫
d2k

(2π)2

∫
d2k′

(2π)2
f (k′) G(k, k′) f (k) (23)

Although G is built only from the two-body S-matrix,
the formalism re-sums all many-body processes that
involve arbitrary numbers of primitive binary collisions
(in [11], certain terms in (20) (referred to as Z B terms)
were incorrectly dropped. This was corrected in [12],
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which led to the expression in the last section for the
kernel G).

The primary difference of the two works [11, 12] is
the choice of �0. The choice made in [12] was better
suited to the diagrammatic expansion, and the resulting
integral equation effectively sums up an infinite num-
ber of diagrams. However, it was found for the present
problem that this integral equation only has solutions
in a very limited range of temperature and chemical
potential, indicating that the sum of diagrams does not
converge. In contrast, it turns out the choice of �0 made
in [11] does not suffer from this problem. The latter �0

also has an appealing physical interpretation, as we now
explain. Consider

�0 =
∫

d2k
(2π)2

×
(
(ωk −μ) f − 1

β

[
( f −1) log(1− f )− f log f

])

(24)

where ωk is the one-particle energy of the free theory.
The above expression can be interpreted as �0 = ε −
Ts, where ε is the first (ω − μ) f term and represents
the energy density. The remaining term represents the
entropy density s [25]. This choice of �0 also more
closely parallels the derivation of the thermodynamic
Bethe ansatz [13].

Let us parameterize the occupation numbers in
terms of a pseudo-energy ε:

f (k) = 1

eβε(k) + 1
(25)

Then the variational equation δ�/δ f = 0 can be ex-
pressed in the simpler form:

ε(k) = tωk − μ − t
∫

d2k′

(2π)2
G(k, k′)

1

eβε(k′) + 1
(26)

(we have restored the hopping coupling t here). Using
the above equation in �, the free energy density F can
be expressed as

F = −T
∫

d2k
(2π)2

×
[

log(1 + e−βε) + β

2

1

eβε + 1
(ε − ωk + μ)

]
(27)

Comparing with [12], one sees that in the limit of
small G, the equations presented there reduce to (26)
and (27).

For two-component fermions, the occupation num-
bers are parameterized in terms of two pseudo-energies

ε↑,↓, and they satisfy a coupled system of two integral
equations:

ε↑(k) = tωk − μ↑ − t
∫

d2k′

(2π)2
G(k, k′)

1

eβε↓(k′) + 1
(28)

and the same equation with ↑↔↓. Here the kernel G
is related to the scattering of spin up with spin-down
particles. By the SU(2) symmetry, for equal chemi-
cal potentials μ↑ = μ↓ ≡ μ, ε↑ = ε↓ ≡ ε, and one only
needs to solve one integral equation. The occupation
number for each spin component has the form of a free
theory given in (25), and the total density is two times
the expression in (21), as is the free energy.

For the Hubbard model, since we scaled out t and the
lattice spacing, everything then depends on the dimen-
sionless variables μ̂ ≡ μ/t, T̂ ≡ T/t, t̂′ = t′/t. Note that
all the temperature dependence is in T̂; thus, possible
phase transitions should occur at fixed values of T/t,
for given g, t′. Henceforth, we drop the hats, it being
implicit that T, μ, and t′ are in units of t. The free energy
density then takes the form:

F = − T
a2

c(μ, T) (29)

where we have defined a scaling function c (we
suppressed the dependence on t′):

c = 2
∫

d2k
(2π)2

[
log

(
1 + e−βε(k)

)

+ β

2

1

eβε + 1
(ε(k) − ωk + μ )

]
(30)

It will also be convenient to express the density n =
−∂F/∂μ as

n = 2q(μ, T)

a2
= 1 − h

a2
(31)

where

q =
∫

d2k
(2π)2

1

eβε(k) + 1
(32)

Since 2q is the number of particles of either spin per
lattice site, half-filling corresponds to q = 1/2. The
quantity h then corresponds to hole doping when it is
positive; otherwise, it represents particle doping. More
precisely, h is the number of holes per plaquette and
the lattice is completely depopulated at h = 1.

In order to probe the properties of the model, we
will need a few other thermodynamic quantities. As
usual the pressure p = −F . Consider first the entropy
per particle, S/N = s/n, where the entropy density
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s = −∂F/∂T. It can be expressed in terms of the scaling
functions as follows:

S
N

= 1

2q
(c + T∂Tc) (33)

The energy density ε = E/V = Ts + μn + F . Thus, the
energy per particle is

E
Nt

= ε

nt
= μ + T2

2q
c (34)

The specific heat per particle CV/N at constant
volume and particle number N is slightly more com-
plicated since one must impose the constant density
constraint. Setting dq/dT = 0 relates μ and T deriva-
tives as follows:

∂T
∂μ

= − ∂μq
∂Tq

(35)

With this, the specific heat per particle has the following
expression:

CV

N
= 1

N

(
∂ E
∂T

)

N,V
= T

q

(
∂Tc + T

2
∂2

Tc − (∂Tq)2

∂μq

)
(36)

5 The Free Energy and Estimates
of Critical Temperatures

In this section, we analyze the thermodynamics based
on the formulas of the last section, provide evidence for
instabilities, which may perhaps be phase transitions,
and estimate critical temperatures.

In order to study the free energy, one must first solve
the integral equation (26) for the pseudo-energy ε. This
can be done iteratively, i.e., one starts with the approxi-
mation ε0 = ωk − μ and plugs this into the right-hand
side to generate ε1; this procedure is repeated until
the solution converges. We approximated the integral
equation by approximating the Brillouin zone as a
10 × 10 grid and performing the integrals as discrete
sums. This is rather crude and was due to our limited
computing resources; certainly one can do better. It
was found that for large portions of the μ, T parame-
ter space, the iterative procedure converged rapidly,
typically within ten iterations.

For reasons stated above, our analysis was per-
formed for g = 15 and t′/t = −0.3. For fixed doping h,
the chemical potential depends on temperature, but we
find this dependence to be weak. In Fig. 7, we plot hole
doping h as a function of chemical potential at the low
temperature T = 0.2, and it is nearly a straight line. As
expected, increased doping corresponds to decreasing
chemical potential; half filling occurs around μ = 0.5.

−2.0 −1.5 −1.0 −0.5 0.5 1.0
x

0.2

0.4

0.6

y

Fig. 7 Hole doping h as a function of chemical potential for
T = 0.2

This positive value of μ at half-filling is due to the
mainly repulsive interactions.

The computed Fermi surfaces for various hole dop-
ing are shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, they are defined as
the contour where the filling fraction f = 1/2 at the low
temperature T = 0.025. They are in good agreement
with experiments [23], especially in the anti-nodal di-
rections, whereas in the nodal directions they are pulled
back toward the center in a more pronounced manner
in the data. This can likely be accounted for by adding
additional hopping terms, such as next-to-next nearest
neighbor.

The most interesting feature of the integral equation
(26) is that there are regions in μ, T where the iterative
procedure does not lead to a solution for an arbitrarily
high number of iterations; the procedure leads to ε

that jumps successively between two values, neither of
which are solutions (Fig. 8). Let us assume that in these
regions, no solution exists, although our observations
do not necessarily prove this. Furthermore, let us adopt
the following physical interpretation. By comparison, in
the standard BCS theory of superconductivity, one has
a finite temperature gap equation. As the temperature
is raised, at the critical temperature, there are no longer
solutions to this gap equation, i.e., as far as temperature
is concerned, it is a bottom-up approach. In contrast,
the present formalism is a top-down approach: As the
temperature is lowered, one reaches a critical temper-
ature where solutions no longer exist. Let us interpret
this as an instability toward formation of a new phase,
or perhaps a cross-over to a different behavior. In sup-
port of this interpretation, we mention the treatment
of the unitary Bose gas within the present formalism
[14, 15]. The gas undergoes a phase transition to a
Bose–Einstein condensate at a critical value of μ/T;
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above this value, there are no solutions to the pseudo-
energy integral equation.

It should be emphasized that the true nature of this
“phase” cannot be surmised from our thermodynamic
approach alone; in addition, one needs a bottom-up
approach that contains information about the zero tem-
perature ground state, such as a gap equation. Such
a complementary bottom-up approach is developed in
[29], where solutions to a BCS-like gap equation based
on the attractive interactions described in Section 3 are
studied. The solutions are highly anisotropic, in that
they vanish in the nodal directions, and are largest in
the anti-nodal, and the critical Tc ≈ 0.04 found there
for h = 0.15 is consistent with the critical temperatures
estimated below.

Figure 8 indicates the regions where solutions do not
exist for positive hole doping h < 0.25. This figure is
a contour plot of an interpolating function defined to
be equal to 1 if there is a solution and zero otherwise;
the white region indicates the region of no solution,
whereas in the light blue region, solutions exist. The
boundary between the regions of existence and non-
existence of solutions are the darkest curves, which
are reasonably well delineated. Due to the two-body
approximation we have made in the thermodynamics,
this boundary is not to be taken as precisely deter-

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

Fig. 8 Existence of solutions based on the iterative method. In
the light regions, there are no solutions to the integral equation
for the pseudo-energy. The horizontal axis is the hole doping h,
and the vertical axis is the temperature T (see text for a detailed
explanation)

mined. The roughness of the boundaries is a numerical
artifact, mainly attributed to not using a fine enough
grid in the temperature and chemical potential vari-
ables. The dip around h = 0.15 is likewise an artifact
since it disappears upon varying g and t′. In the range
of doping 0.03 < h < 0.2, one sees a possible phase
transition with critical temperatures ranging from 0 <

Tc < .05. As explained in Section 3, since this is the
range of doping where the Fermi surface is intersecting
the attractive band in the anti-nodal directions, we
propose that this signals an instability toward the for-
mation of Cooper pairs, so that superconductivity may
occur in the white regions. At hole doping h = 0.15,
Tc ≈ 0.02. This is reasonable, since experimentally
Tc,max/t ≈ 0.025.

The single quasi-particle energies correspond to
ε(k) + μ. In Fig. 9, we plot this single particle energy
as a function of temperature at optimal hole doping
h = 0.15 in the anti-nodal direction. One clearly sees a
drop at Tc,max.

The higher Tc’s up to 0.05 in the strongly under-
doped region possibly signify the so-called pseudogap
scale T∗. There appears to be a small separation around
h = .08; however, this is less pronounced for other g, so
it is not clear if this signifies anything. Some recent ex-
perimental results are very relevant to the issue [26, 27].
Remarkably, it was found that the superconducting gap
smoothly evolves into the pseudogap, i.e., they both
seem to arise from the same underlying mechanism.
In other words, the gap is physically present even
in regions of no superconductivity. This suggests that
the Tc’s in Fig. 8 may all be arising from the same
underlying phenomenon. This is consistent with the
complimentary gap equation analysis in [29], where it
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Fig. 9 The single particle energy ε(k) + μ in the anti-nodal
direction k = (0, π) at optimal hole doping h = 0.15 as a function
of temperature
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Fig. 10 The Fermi surface for hole doping h = 0.8 at tempera-
ture T = 0.2. The white region has f = 1 and the darkest (purple)
region f = 0

was found that the gap extends and increases all the
way to zero doping, as does the critical temperature
scale in Fig. 8. Although not shown in Fig. 8, at higher
doping there is another region of no-solutions with a
maximum T/t ≈ 0.07. This could perhaps signify the
temperature referred to as Tcoh in the literature, where
a crossover in the resistivity is observed from ρ ∝ T to
ρ ∝ T + T2 [28].

We turn next to the thermodynamic functions, such
as energy and entropy per particle. For hole densities in
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Fig. 11 The energy per particle as a function of temperature for
hole doping h = 0.8
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Fig. 12 Entropy per particle as a function of temperature for hole
doping h = 0.8

the vicinity of the boundaries shown in Fig. 8, our crude
solution to the integral equation for the pseudo-energy
is not smooth enough to reliably compute temperature
derivatives numerically. However, at low density, our
numerical results are better behaved and, although of
less interest physically for the cuprates, at least allow
a comparison with previous work. We therefore
analyzed the thermodynamics in the overdoped region,
with h = 0.8. The Fermi surface is shown in Fig. 10. In
Figs. 11, 12, and 13, we plot the energy and entropy
per particle and specific heat as a function of temper-
ature. Our results for the entropy and specific heat are
roughly consistent with the results in [8, 9], especially
the results in [8], which extend to low density; a detailed
comparison is beyond reach since previous results are
typically at higher temperatures.
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Fig. 13 Specific heat per particle as a function of temperature for
hole doping h = 0.8
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6 Conclusions

We presented an analytic treatment of the 2D Hubbard
model at finite chemical potential and temperature
based on a new approach to statistical mechanics we
recently developed [11, 12], which is built upon the S-
matrix. The effective momentum-dependent coupling
in this approach is the kernel G of an integral equation
satisfied by the pseudo-energy ε, which is built on
the exact two-body S-matrix. We showed that there
are regions of the Brillouin zone where the interac-
tions are effectively attractive, for example, U/t > 6.4
for t′/t = −0.3, even though the bare model only has
repulsive interactions, and this is essentially due to
multi-loop quantum corrections. The next-to-nearest
neighbor hopping coupling t′ plays a significant role
in determining this property, and our analysis suggests
that for a fixed value of U/t, superconductivity may
not exist for t′ = 0. We emphasize that no approxima-
tions were made in obtaining these results, e.g., the
existence of a threshold in U/t for the existence of
certain attractive interactions stands on its own and
is independent of the subsequent approximations we
made in the thermodynamics.

We postulated that phase transitions occur where
there are no solutions of the integral equation for the
pseudo-energy. On the overdoped side, this phase sets
in at hole doping h < 0.25. Our result for Tc ≈ 0.02 at
h = 0.15 is in good agreement with experiments. We
found that there is also evidence for transitions in the
underdoped region, and we suggested that this signifies
the pseudogap.

The main lesson of this work is that quantum loop
corrections to scattering are perhaps the origin of
the attractive interactions that lead to Cooper pairing
near the Fermi surface. If this idea is correct, then
in order to complete the picture, one needs to de-
rive a gap equation that describes the structure of
the ground state at zero temperature. Some prelimi-
nary attempts in this direction were taken in [29],
where solutions to a gap equation based on the
attractive interactions described above are studied and
the critical temperatures found are consistent with the
bottom-down approach described in this paper. Based
on the detailed properties of the solutions to the gap
equation studied there, i.e., its anisotropy and the
existence of Fermi arcs in the nodal direction, it was
suggested that the attractive mechanism in this pa-
per may be responsible for the pseudogap rather than
d-wave superconductivity.
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